Abstract—The internet is constantly expanding. Identifying web links of interest from web browsers requires users to visit each of the links listed, individually until a satisfactory link is found, therefore those users need to evaluate a considerable amount of links before finding their link of interest; this can be tedious and even unproductive. By incorporating web assistance, web users could be benefited from reduced time searching on relevant websites. In this paper, a rough set approach is presented, which facilitates classification of unlimited available e-vocabulary, to assist web users in reducing search times looking for relevant web sites. This approach includes two methods for identifying relevance data on web links based on the priority and percentage of relevance. As a result of these methods, a list of web sites is generated in priority sequence with an emphasis of the search criteria.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Online searches require a considerable amount of time from the user. In addition, every minute, countless numbers of new e-sites are added to the web. This results in an increase of e-vocabulary and ambiguousness to the meaning of search terms from the internet. Past research has focused on solving the problem of classifying web documents using the similarity of terms (vector space model)[5][7]; keyword mapping of terms[6][18]; and classification through summarization [17] among other methods provided by the literature. Some researchers consider the term frequency (TF) presented in those sites for the classification process [2]. On the other hand, large amounts of irrelevant repetitive terms are found in some websites, which are ‘hidden’ in the content of the site. For example, terms may be hidden in the background of the website, using the same text colour as the background [3]. The ‘hidden’ terms limit web classification based on TF [3], considering that an option for web browsers to rank websites is according to their terms and their frequency. Other researchers have considered the brief description (snippet), provided by the browser, as the “document”. This “document” is used to obtain terms and determine the frequency of terms within the website.

The goal of this research is to facilitate the process of searching for relevant online information and to reduce the time required identifying relevant links. In order to achieve this goal, two methods are presented to classify in priority sequence based on a Rough Set approach. In order to identify the most relevant websites to a specific set of terms or queries, a new approach is proposed based on Rough Sets (RS). This approach aims to define the conditional attributes and decision attributes from the web “document”, identify the relevance of web links for a query, and classify the links based on their relevance.

The query terms are enumerated from Query Term 1 to the total number of terms \( n \), which are specified with the following notation \( Q_{t_1} \ldots Q_{t_n} \). These query terms, named search query, are sent to the search engine and return as a set of links ordered by the browser. This is illustrated in Fig 1.

II. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT TECHNIQUE: ROUGH SETS

Several Artificial Intelligent (AI) techniques have been studied toward select an appropriate technique to allow classify relevant web links. Techniques previously studied and/or used in our research [12] has shown us that Fuzzy...
Logic processes imprecise data through Membership Functions (MFs) [8]; Expert Systems are based on sets of rules [1]; Neural Nets are based on train a net according to inputs and outputs [8]; and Hybrid Systems combine two or more techniques in their process. Consequently, other techniques were explored for data classification including: Rough Sets and Granular Computing. Rough Sets (RS) is a useful tool to classify features or data. RS [9][14]. Moreover, RS has the ability to simplify information systems through computational reduction of conditional attributes, eliminate duplicate rows, and eliminate superfluous values of attributes [14]. RS facilitates the process of reducing large amounts of ambiguous data often provided by web browsers.

A. Rough Sets

The selection of relevant data and reduction of time consumption is based on the analysis of the original rough set theory [14]. RS begins defining the Information System (IS), which is the main factor in identifying the data from the website. The information system is defined as the decision table that contains conditions and decisions attributes, represented by the Equation 1.

$$A=\{U, A \cup \{d\}\}$$ (1)

where U is the Universe, A is the conditional attributes and d is the decision attributes. In our research work, attributes are obtained from the frequency of terms which occurs in snippets. The following example illustrates an Information System indicating the availability of products.

The indiscernibility relation is represented by the equation 2 and using an example in equation (3)

$$[x]_{\text{IND}(P)} = \bigcap_{R \in P} [x]_R$$ (2)

and described as follow:

Red $\rightarrow x_1, x_5, x_7$ 
Blue $\rightarrow x_2, x_4$ 
Yellow $\rightarrow x_3, x_6, x_8$

Small $\rightarrow x_1, x_4, x_5, x_6, x_8$ 
Large $\rightarrow x_2, x_3, x_7$

The indiscernibility relation is represented by the equation 2 and using an example in equation (3)

$$U/ R1(\text{color}) = \{\{x_1, x_3, x_5\}, \{x_2, x_4, x_5\}, \{x_3, x_4, x_6\}\}$$

$$U/ R2(\text{shape}) = \{\{x_1, x_2\}, \{x_1, x_3, x_4\}, \{x_2, x_6, x_8\}\}$$

$$U/ R3(\text{size}) = \{\{x_1, x_2, x_3\}, \{x_1, x_4, x_5\}, \{x_2, x_4, x_6\}\}$$ (3)

The indiscernibility partition is represented as in Table 1. The approximation of sets is made by defining the lower and upper boundaries [9] as follow:

$$\text{Lower} \quad RX = \bigcup\{Y \in U/R : Y \subseteq X\}$$

$$\text{Upper} \quad \overline{RX} = \bigcup\{Y \in U/R : Y \cap X \neq 0\}$$

$$\text{R-boundary} \quad \overline{RX} - RX$$

### Table I: Indiscernibility Partition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toys</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Existence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Triangular</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X7</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Triangular</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X8</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>A lot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reduction of knowledge is the minimal set of attributes obtained without compromising the classification and consistency of the information system, based on the reducts and core [14].

If Q is a REDUCT of P and R $\in$ P-Q, then $\text{IND}(P) = \text{IND}(Q)$, Q $\subseteq$ P - {R} $\subseteq$ P

If Q is a CORE of P is $\text{CORE}(P) = \cap\text{RED}(P)$

For simplification of Decision Tables (Information Systems), the following steps are required: computation of reducts of conditional attributes, elimination of duplicate rows, and elimination of superfluous values of attributes.

B. Definition of Conditional Attributes and Decision Attributes

The matrix of conditional attributes is created based upon the terms contained in each “document” and the number of times they appear in each websites. This is summarized in a matrix of term frequencies of $[l \times c]$ conditional attributes, as follows in equation (4):

$$\begin{bmatrix}
T_1 & T_2 & \cdots & T_c \\
[\text{f}_{11} & \text{f}_{12} & \cdots & \text{f}_{1c}] \\
[\text{f}_{21} & \text{f}_{22} & \cdots & \text{f}_{2c}] \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
[\text{f}_{l1} & \text{f}_{l2} & \cdots & \text{f}_{lc}]
\end{bmatrix}$$ (4)

Where $T_1, \cdots, T_c$ : terms contained in the “document” websites obtained.

$f_{ij} \cdots f_{lc}$ : term frequencies in “document”.

$c$ : number of conditional attributes, terms.

$l$ : number of cases, links.

The decision attributes for the information system is summarized in a matrix $[l \times d]$, represented as follows in equation (5):
The Union of Query Terms Frequency (Union QTF) attribute involves all occurrences of either query term in the “document”. This attribute represents the relationship between the “document” and the query terms.

- The Sum QTF attribute involves all occurrences of either query term in the “document”. This attribute represents the relationship between the “document” and the query terms.

- The BRF attribute defines the relevance feedback based on the given rank to the site assigned by the web browser. As a consequence, the first links listed will have a higher rank of BRF while the last links will have a lower rank. Websites with the highest BRF score receive the value of one and this value increases according to the number of websites, meaning that the level of BRF is lower, as follows:

  \[
  1 \ldots \text{Highest BRF} \\
  \vdots \\
  n \ldots \text{Lowest BRF}
  \]

Having defined the conditional and decision attributes, the Initial Term Frequency Table is created. This table contains all the terms found in the “documents” and their frequencies (Condition Attributes), and the correspondent Decision Attributes for each web link. Fig. 2 contains these attributes.

**Algorithm to identify relevant web data**

In order to begin the decision process for relevance, a set of query terms is required. In this implementation, two options are available to specify a query: (1) the user indicates a set of terms to be searched for or (2) the set of terms are loaded from a list of predefined categories. This approach consists of classifying links in order to obtain an ordered and reduced set of the most relevant web links, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

- The Up-to-Date attribute of the web links is indicated by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  d_{11} & d_{12} & \cdots & d_{1d} \\
  d_{21} & d_{22} & \cdots & d_{2d} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  d_{l1} & d_{l2} & \cdots & d_{ld}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Where

\[d_{ij} \ldots d_{jd} : \text{decision attributes for each website.}\]
\[d \quad \text{number of decision attributes.}\]
\[l \quad \text{number of cases, links.}\]
The rough set approach for reducing web search times is exemplified in Fig. 4, where the inputs are the list of websites ranked from browser and the result are a classified list of relevant websites.

Furthermore, to this approach, the interaction and feedback from the user is required once the decision process of relevance has been completed. Once the decision attributes have been defined, and the decision processes for relevance accomplished, two methods are proposed to assign the degree of relevance to the websites, these are:

**Priority of Decision Attributes (PDA).** In this method, each of the decision parameters receives a level of priority, i.e. *Up-to-Date* attribute of the web links receives the first priority, followed by the *Union QTF* attribute and then the *Sum QTF* attribute of term frequencies and, lastly, the *BRF* attribute. Therefore, the classification of websites is performed considering the level of priority previously mentioned.

**Percentage of Relevance of Decision Attributes (PRDA).** This method, in opposition to the other method, proposes defining the level of priority by specifying the percentage of relevance for each decision attribute. This percentage varies according to the preference of information which is searching for. These two methods are described in more detail in the Evaluation of the System Performance.

The terms “Web Intelligence” is the *search query* selected as an example to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed research. The obtained results from this query generate the corresponding tables for these two methods and are described and analyzed in the following section.

**IV. IMPLEMENTATION**

The developed research was implemented in a Matlab environment; however other software development environments could be used. Matlab framework allows to create and personalize commands and program code and to create independent and customized functions through the M-file editor. The Rough Sets (RS) algorithms and methods of relevance were programmed on this editor. Additionally, The Matlab Graphical User Interface Development Environment (GUIDE) simplifies the process of designing and building GUIs. GUIDE was also used to develop the interfaces to display the websites’ links before and after classification and the results obtained, from the RS algorithms and methods.
stored on MS Access. The database connection is based on the configuration of the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) connection and ODBC-rmjdio driver. The ODBC User Data Source stores information about the connection to a specified data provider and the ODBC driver allows ODBC-enabled programs to get information from ODBC data sources. Fig. 5 illustrates the settings for this implementation, including the Matlab environment, the Internet connections and the Database connections employed.

B. Software Development

The search query can be created by allowing the user to indicate random terms in real time or by accessing the Category KB and extract a category with its subcategories. The process of classification of relevance is then applied to:

1. User query web search Interface
   The system allows users to instantly indicate a set of terms to search online. The web links obtained are classified using the Decision Process of Relevance based on Rough Sets (DPR-RS) be compared to the web links classified using Rough Sets. The resulting data is displayed to the user and it gives to the user the option to store it in the KB.

2. Category Web Search Interface
   Instead of receiving the query terms from the user, they are received from the Category KB. The system access to the KB, obtains the category and subcategories, and creates the search query. The search query is used to search online, obtain the corresponding weblinks, and classify those using DPR-RS. The classified links are stored into a knowledge base, named Weblinks KB.

The Fig. 6 shows a graphical representation of the process from receiving the query terms until presenting the classified outputs (weblinks) in the display. The query terms are sent to the search engine, which returns a list of weblinks. Those weblinks are ranked by the web browser and the number of times that the user needs to go through the large list of websites to identify the sites of his/her interest. Also this list usually contains links that access to the same website. The weblinks is represented in the Fig. 6 by sheet with an ‘i’ from Internet. The set of web links goes to the DPR-RS engine to generate an ordered and shorter list of links, eliminating the repeated sites.

C. Decision Process of Relevance based on Rough Set Algorithm implementation

The Implemented RS algorithm, based upon Pawlak [14]. To explain the DPR-RS, a search query is selected as “Web Intelligence”. These terms are sent to the Search engine and a set of weblinks are obtained. The terms included in the web documents are used to create the Information System or table, as previously mentioned. The first step is to create the Information System that is represented in an Initial Term Frequency Table (previously presented in Fig. 2). This table contains the total set of terms found in the web link documents. The decision attributes are the UtD, Union QTF, Sum QTF, and BRF.

The next step is to obtain the reducts of the e-dispensable table, which is based on the indiscernibility relation. Superfluous attributes are reduced and a new table is generated and can be viewed in Fig. 7.

The Fig. 6 Algorithm for the Classification model using the DPR-RS approach.
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By pressing the button “Classify Web Data using Rough Set”, those web links are classified according to their relevance to the categories based on rough sets. The portal asks the user to indicate the relevance method to classify, either by priority of decision attributes (PDA) or percentage of relevance (PRDA), as illustrated in Fig. 11.

Once the user selects the method of relevance for his/her preference, the classification procedure begins. The final classified weblinks are included in the panel “Results Web links after applied Rough Sets algorithms”, included in Fig. 10.

V. EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
This section evaluates the performance of our system. As mentioned earlier, more attributes were involved in the definition of decision parameters such as Up-to-Date, frequency of the Union of Query Terms (Union QTF), frequency of the Sum of Query Terms Frequency (Sum QTF), and the Blind Relevance Feedback (BRF).

These attributes, together with the conditional attributes, are classified in the RS algorithm. In order to identify the classified websites, two methods based on the decision attributes were proposed in the previous section. These methods are PDA and PRDA. “Web Intelligence” search query is used to explain these methods. The number of links is 30 and the search query contains two terms: web and intelligence (Illustrated in Table II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query:</th>
<th>Web Intelligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total of links:</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms:</td>
<td>Term 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web</td>
<td>intelligence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Priority of Decision Attributes Method

The PDA method consists of setting priorities to each of the decisional attributes. RS classifies the websites according to those attributes to distribute relevant links in priority sequence. The Up-to-Date decision attribute receives the higher priority; therefore the date of web publishing indicated in the website determines relevance. The second and third priorities consider the number of occurrences for all terms within the search query found in the “document”. The last priority is given to BRF.

The Union QTF evaluates relevance for multiple term queries based upon a ratio of individual term occurrence, therefore in the case where a search with two terms (say x and y), a website with a term ratio of $x:y = 3:3$ will have a lower priority than one with a direct $7:7$ ratio of occurrence.

The Sum QTF sets the relevance according to the sum of occurrences of the individual search terms in the web document. For example, a ratio of $2:9$ (sum 11) will have higher priority than the ratio $3:5$ (sum 8). When the sum of the ratios are the same, for example, 3:6 and 5:4 which both of their sum are 10, the priority is set higher to the first term and later to the second. The ratio 5:4 will have higher priority than 3:6 ratio of occurrence. These occurrences indicate how strongly the document is related to the query.

Finally, the fourth priority (BRF) indicates the relevance based on the website rank provided by the web browser. Consequently, the first links have higher rank of BRF while the last links have lower rank. The Priority of Decision Attributes method is exemplified in Fig. 12.

After analyzing the results, it can be concluded that the Up-to-Date indices seem to be present in certain groups of web links, such as conferences, journals, and books; reducing the time to identify relevant information of this group. The results illustrated in Fig. 13 demonstrate that the first two links have the most recent Up-to-Date time indices, with a Union QTF and Sum QTF of ratio occurrences of one and three, respectively, for the first links and one and two (respectively) for the second link. Links number 3 and 19 demonstrate that many links must be scrutinized by the user before the two most relevant links are found by the web browser. This method saves time as the relevant links are assigned the highest priority for immediate access, reducing, significantly, the required time to identify them.

Studying records number 12 to 19, however, the websites’ “documents” contain data with high levels of priority on decision attributes other than the Up-to-Date attribute. To address this discrepancy in relevance, another method to approach the relevance of websites is proposed. This method assigns a degree of relevance (percentage value) to each decision attributes.

B. Percentage of Relevance of Decision Attributes Method

While some groups of web links seem to be strongly favored to the Priority of Decision Attributes method, some other groups require a different approach to set the relevance base upon the terms contained.

This method consists of assigning a level of priority (percentage) to each of the decision attributes. The percentage assigned will indicate the level of relevance for an attribute of interest during the RS classification process. This priority assignment can dynamically indicate which decision attribute with higher priority is.

The assignment of percentage of relevance can be dynamically updated. Our first example, sets the higher percentage to the Union QTF, giving with this more relevance to the terms contained. The percentage assigned to the Up-to-Date and BRF is 10% of the total percentage of relevance; whereas the decision attributes for Union QTF is 60% and Sum QTF is 20%. Therefore, the weblinks listed will be highly related to the search terms in the query, providing an immediate access to groups of links that fulfill the requirements. For examples, certain classes of the categories, such as ‘products’ and ‘merchandises’, have great value for some categories.
Continuing with the initial search query (“Web Intelligence”), the obtained results for this method are illustrated in Fig. 14 and the table with the Percentage of Relevance can be viewed on Fig. 15.

VI. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

For the example “web intelligence” search query, the total of links processed is 30 and the terms are (illustrated in Table III):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query:</th>
<th>Web Intelligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total of links:</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms:</td>
<td>Term 1 Term 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>web intelligence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those terms are sent to the search engine to obtain the link from the web. The obtained web links indicate that the first obtained link ranked by the web browser is (illustrated in Table IV):

Table IV: First ranked link by the web browser

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>Web Intelligence Consortium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URL:</td>
<td><a href="http://wi-consortium.org">http://wi-consortium.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document:</td>
<td>Empty snippet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned earlier, “document” or snippet is provided by the search engine. Therefore, in the case where document is empty, the proper classification of this site is partially reduced. The results obtained in our priority method indicates that this link only contains values in the Union QTF and Sum QTF of the terms occurrences, and BRF of the Decision Attributes of 1, 2, and 4, respectively. In comparison, the first obtained link after classifying using RS and based on our Priority (PDA) method is illustrated in Table V.

Table V: First ranked link after classifying using PDA method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>The 2006 IEEE/ WIC / ACM International Conference on Web …</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URL:</td>
<td><a href="http://www.comp.hkbu.edu.hk/~wi06/wi/">http://www.comp.hkbu.edu.hk/~wi06/wi/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document:</td>
<td>Web Intelligence (WI) has been recognized as a new direction for scientific research and development to explore the fundamental roles as well as practical …</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to our priority method, Table VI presents the information obtained for this link.

Table VI: Information for the first ranked link using PDA method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Up-to-Date</th>
<th>Union QTF</th>
<th>Sum QTF</th>
<th>BRF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, comparing the first obtained link after classification using RS based on our percentage of relevancies (PRDA) method, the links ranked is according to the terms contained.
The Table VI shows this link.

**TABLE VII**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>Check Point Software: Web Security – Web Intelligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document:</td>
<td>Web Intelligence, with Malicious Code Protector, inspects Web content and … You can get Web Intelligence as an add-on to VPN-1 or in the Connectra Web</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Union QTF and Sum QTF have a 60% and 20% of relevance. This example uses the same search query; however, it allows to help the decision attribute of interests. The following example varies the percentage of relevance and sets Up-to-Date to 70%, Union QTF to 20%, Sum QTF to 5%, and BRF to 5%. The classified weblinks obtained are located in priority sequence, which have been created more recently. Fig 16 contains the weblinks classified under these conditions and Fig 17 illustrates the percentages of relevance for each link. It can be concluded that indicating a desired relevance (through percentage), will identify relevant web pages according to a set of terms. Thus, the percentage values will be adjusted in order to indicate the priority for each decision attribute. For this reason, this second proposed method was chosen to classify the web links through rough sets.

**TABLE VIII**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Up-to-Date</th>
<th>Union QTF</th>
<th>Sum QTF</th>
<th>BRF</th>
<th>% Relevance</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6667%</td>
<td>68% (30%:30%)</td>
<td>20% (10%:10%)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>91.667%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 15 contains the Percentage of Relevance of Decision attributes, which indicates the following values, included in Table VIII:

![Image](image1.png)

**Fig. 17 Table Percentage of Relevance Decision Attributes using RS**

**TABLE VIII**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Up-to-Date</th>
<th>Union QTF</th>
<th>Sum QTF</th>
<th>BRF</th>
<th>% Relevance</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6667%</td>
<td>68% (30%:30%)</td>
<td>20% (10%:10%)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>91.667%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Relevance: 93.6667%

**Fig. 16 Links classified by PRDA method using RS**

**Up-to-Date** and **BRF** have a 10% of relevance, while both the **Union QTF** and **Sum QTF** have a 60% and 20% of relevance. This example uses the same search query; however, it allows to help the decision attribute of interests. The following example varies the percentage of relevance and sets Up-to-Date to 70%, **Union QTF** to 20%, **Sum QTF** to 5%, and **BRF** to 5%. The classified weblinks obtained are located in priority sequence, which have been created more recently. Fig 16 contains the weblinks classified under these conditions and Fig 17 illustrates the percentages of relevance for each link. It can be concluded that indicating a desired relevance (through percentage), will identify relevant web pages according to a set of terms. Thus, the percentage values will be adjusted in order to indicate the priority for each decision attribute. For this reason, this second proposed method was chosen to classify the web links through rough sets.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

A new approach to reduce web search times using rough sets is proposed. The decision attributes defined to identify priority of web links are: **Up-to-Date**, **Union QTF**, **Sum QTF**, and **BRF** attributes. The approach involved two methods for defining the priority of web links. These methods were the Priority of Decision Attributes (PDA) and the Percentage of Relevance of Decision Attributes (PRDA). After evaluating these methods, PRDA demonstrated better results in its ability to vary relevance of web links by adjusting the percentage of priority or relevance for each decision attribute. By adjusting these percentages, the PRDA method sets higher priority in order to support more recent web links or to favor the ratio (occurrences) of query terms in the “document”. Moreover, it can also indicate the level of influence of the **BRF** to the relevance classification of web data. After applying rough sets, the obtained web data assures a list of web links classified in priority sequence. The primary relevant web links are located for instant access, reducing the time for web searches. Consequently, the implementation of this approach.
automatically generates and updates the knowledge base, which contains the relevant web links related to the user search query in priority sequence.
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